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An Action RPG where you Play and
Guide the Allied Forces to Defeat
Enemies. A Role Playing Game that has
a Wide World, a Fluid Action Ranging
from Fighting to RPG Elements, and a
Great Story that Transfers Between
Characters. This is an Action Adventure
RPG which features: [Subtitle] - 10
Characters with deep storylines and
high replay value. [RPG Elements] -
Keep the Alliance and Alliance vs
Alliance Battles going with an element
that combines an Action RPG's fast-
paced combat with an MMO's strategic
use of bonds to acquire and hire allies,
and even raise an army. - Raise an
Army of Allies and Train a Hero Class to
dominate over enemies. - Acquire
powerful Equipment and Weapons using
Bonds and Equipment [Strategy] -
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Explore the wide world and complete
missions along with your allies. -
Venture into the unknown using the
adventure map, which is the worlds
version of a town map. - Go to
numerous dungeons that contain a
variety of battles. [Love and Loyalty] -
Acquire Loved Ones and Love Interests
to give them a sense of personality. -
Discussing things that are important to
you will increase the bond shared with
your allies. - Collect many items from
various adventures and acquire
equipment that reflect your personality.
[Imbued Bonds] - Bonding with people
around you will deepen your
personality. - Acquiring equipment with
a similar element will increase your
bond strength. [Bonds] - When you
bond with a person, your bond strength
will strengthen. - Your bond with a
person can be strengthened as it
increases. - The bonds with your allies
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will be shown in the Main Character's
Info screen. - Bonds have a visible
effect on your character. [Items] - Equip
items to perform powerful actions. -
Gather items to increase your bond
strength. - Acquire items to show your
personality. [Character's Stats] -
Understand and master what each part
of your character's stats are. - 4
weapon types, 1 armor type, 1 magic
type, 8 classes with special stats, and 4
equipment types. [Combining Item's
Effect] - When you combine different
items, you can master powerful
abilities. - Combining 4 or more of any
elements will increase the duration of
its effect. - You can use a single item's
powerful ability up to five times.

Elden Ring Features Key:
Online An online play function has been created, which allows you to directly connect
with and cooperate with other players. You can play with your friends as a party, have
cooperative battles with other users, and even form a global raid party with users from
all over the world.
Challenge Seeking a world of adventure, defeat terrifying creatures, take on massive
dungeon bosses, and take down huge monsters. In addition to the main storyline that
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tells the in-depth story of the world between two worlds, you will enjoy being able to
take part in daily and weekly events.
Card System Use cards that are challenging to play, with various characteristics, to
upgrade weapons and skills. Special conditions are attached to these cards so you can
enjoy the thrill of acquiring new cards and defeating powerful monsters and bosses.

Elden Ring currently uses Unity version 4.6.2 or above.

*The titles and actions are not real-time and are not in the official game catalogue.

SHOP
Get onto the Play Station® Network and shop items that have also been added to the PSP®
system and Nintendo Wii™ system.

Since the shop is still in development, please be aware that new items may be added to the
Shop.

Check the Home Page on the PlayStation®Network

for more information.

Members of the PlayStation®Network may access the shop by registering their
PlayStation®Network ID and password on the PlayStation®Store system page. If you have not
registered your PlayStation®Network ID and password, you will not be able to access the
shop.

You can register your ID and password at the PlayStation®Store. You will be required to
provide your PSN ID and password, and when you register, you will have the option to install
the PlayStation Store application on your home computer. Please be aware that you will be
prompted to install this application.
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